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This document reflects the work of the Ad-Hoc Working Group on Unsolicited Commercial Email. The recommendations offered reflect the Working Group's efforts to reach consensus on appropriate first steps to address the problems associated with unsolicited commercial email (UCE). Many of the participants have additional views on UCE that are not encompassed in this report. The recommendations do not necessarily represent the views of the organizations with which the participants are associated. We encourage you to contact the participants to learn more about the issue and their position; a list of organizations, companies and individuals who participated in meetings is provided at the end of the report.
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INTRODUCTION

The Federal Trade Commission's June 1997 Workshop on Consumer Privacy marked the beginning of a focused discussion of the problems associated with unsolicited commercial email (UCE). The testimony
and statistics presented to the FTC provided a basis from which to search for solutions to what most workshop participants, analysts, and email users have identified as a problem that is, at present, unlikely to be solved by market forces alone. Comments and presentations before the FTC detailed the independent and collective efforts, involving nearly every segment of the online population, to address the problems arising from unsolicited commercial email. [1]

The half-day workshop on unsolicited commercial email documented the frustrations of email users - both individuals and businesses - with the growing clutter of unsolicited messages in their in-boxes. It documented the growing burden that unsolicited commercial messages place on Internet service providers. It raised important questions about the future of email - will it be a useful medium for a variety of communications or will it be overrun by an onslaught of unsolicited, and often fraudulent, commercial messages?

Several areas of consensus emerged during the FTC's workshop.

- A desire to maximize individual email users' control over the information that enters their in-boxes. The majority of proposals put forth focused on providing individuals with the ability to gain more control over the range of commercial messages they receive.

- A desire to ensure that costs were not unfairly imposed upon end users, and Internet and online service providers.

- A desire for increased government action to combat fraudulent unsolicited commercial email. Participants welcomed increased enforcement of existing FTC regulations and state laws regarding unfair, deceptive and misleading commercial statements.

- A belief that, to date, technology, self-regulatory efforts and case-by-case legal action have had a limited impact on unsolicited commercial email.

- A desire to deal with the problems associated with unsolicited commercial email in ways that respect the First Amendment rights of Internet users and the speech enhancing potential of the Internet.

Most of the FTC workshop participants were focused on the cost shifting and intrusiveness of UCE, rather than on the commercial nature of the communication. While unsolicited commercial messages are currently the problem, several participants noted that the quantity of the messages, their unsolicited nature and the cost shifting were the source of complaints and problems independent of the content of the message. Participants recognized that proposed solutions to these content-independent problems may have First Amendment implications.

Most of the FTC participants supported rules - be they guidelines or legislation - requiring commercial messages to have accurate headers and domain names and to include accurate contact information within
the text of the commercial message. Participants identified forged addresses and domain names as the source of innumerable problems, ranging from the system overloads caused by mis-routed replies to the damage caused to the reputation of individuals and companies when they are portrayed as the sender of UCE. Akin to requiring accurate return address information on postal mail, participants viewed accuracy as an important step in addressing the costs incurred by recipients of UCE.

Beyond the areas of fraud prevention and requiring "return address" accuracy, a diversity of proposals and views was presented to the FTC. Proposals ranged from extending existing models for addressing unsolicited commercial messages in other media, such as the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (banning unsolicited commercial faxes) and self-regulatory "opt-out" mechanisms for telephone and mail solicitations, to reliance on "filters" and other technical mechanisms to screen out and block unwanted email.

Despite the wide agreement on the nature of the problem, participants in the FTC forum did not unite around a single solution. However, at the urging of then-Commissioner Varney, participants agreed to undertake a collaborative effort to identify workable solutions to the problems arising from unsolicited commercial email.

Over a ten month period, under the coordination of the Center for Democracy and Technology (CDT), many participants in the FTC's workshop on unsolicited commercial email, joined by other interested parties, explored the issue of UCE, reviewed proposals and identified a range of potential solutions. The initial goal of CDT's Ad-Hoc Working Group on Unsolicited Commercial Email (Working Group) was to provide a venue for in-depth exploration of the problems initially identified at the FTC workshop. Participants in the Working Group agreed early on that developing workable solutions required a nuanced understanding of the technical aspects of the Internet and email, the impact of UCE on network operators and end users, the "harms" identified during the FTC workshop, and the legal and technical tools currently available to address UCE, as well as respect for First Amendment values. The Working Group was briefed by outside experts and fellow participants on a range of topics, including the workings of email and various email filtering programs, the prosecution of email fraud and the genesis of current legislative proposals. This process has enabled the Working Group to hone in on the key issues that must be addressed by any UCE solution.

This report documents the progress, findings and recommendations of the Working Group. The goal of the Working Group and this report is twofold. The report attempts to provide a factual basis for efforts to address UCE. The report begins by establishing the specific issues raised by UCE and then considers the extent to which the various legal, technical and self-regulatory approaches proposed to date address these issues. The analysis offers both a review of general approaches and, where appropriate, comments on specific proposals. Throughout its analysis, the Working Group attempted to identify other policy considerations that should be considered in evaluating the feasibility and suitability of proposed solutions. In conclusion, the report puts forth a set of recommended actions that the Working Group as a whole believes should be taken in this area.
The report consists of five sections:

- **Section I** provides context by outlining the scope of the report, and discussing characteristics of the Internet relevant to the discussion of UCE.

- **Section II** outlines the impact on users and network operators of unsolicited commercial email.

- **Section III** surveys and analyzes the legal and technical tools available to address UCE.

- **Section IV** reviews and analyzes several key legal, technical and self-regulatory proposals under consideration to address UCE.

- **Section V** contains recommendations.

---

I. DEFINING THE PROBLEM IN CONTEXT

A. Unsolicited Commercial Email: What This Report Is And Is Not About.

The focus of this report is unsolicited commercial email. While recognizing that many of the issues associated with UCE arise due to its unsolicited and bulk qualities and not its commercial content, the Working Groups' focus has been on UCE for two reasons: the majority of unsolicited email messages today are commercial; and focusing on UCE allowed the Group to steer clear of the legal issues associated with other forms of speech, such as unsolicited political email messages.

While informal estimates indicate that today roughly half of unsolicited commercial email messages contain fraudulent or deceptive content, the other half containing truthful commercial messages also raise issues that need to be addressed. There are laws on the books to combat fraud, regardless of whether it is conducted through the mail, over the phone, or on the Internet. Non-fraudulent UCE messages are a more complex issue, and they are a focus of this report. On the one hand, such messages are truthful speech protected in the United States like other speech, albeit less strongly, by the First Amendment. On the other hand, messages that are truthful in content, but include intentionally inaccurate email header information, make up a very large volume of Internet traffic and unwanted messages in end users' mailboxes today. A new wrinkle emerges from the events of recent months that reveal many of the issues associated with UCE arise when companies or organizations send unsolicited
email in bulk regardless of its content. [2]

The issue and the solutions ultimately chosen to address UCE touch on core civil liberties concerns and have ramifications for the future of the Internet. UCE-oriented policies could have a negative impact on online speech and individual privacy or other unintended consequences for the Internet.

B. The Internet Environment

Implementing policy in a global, networked environment presents a series of challenges. Effective responses to UCE in international networks must respond to several considerations: the increased generation and collection of information by a growing number of entities, the ease of crossing national borders, and the lack of centralized control mechanisms.

1. The Ease Of Expressing Ideas And Sharing Information.

Email is a powerful medium for expressing ideas, supporting commerce, sharing opinions, and receiving information. As the Supreme Court decision Reno v. ACLU [3] recognized, the Internet offers new opportunities to maximize individuals' ability to choose the opinions and ideas worthy of attention and adherence. Across the globe, email is spanning distances and cultures by facilitating the exchange of knowledge, ideas, opinions, products and services. Email is an inexpensive way for advocates, activists and marketers to spread "the word," whatever it may be. The breadth of information and opinions available, the ability to communicate en-masse, as well as one-to-one, and the speed with which information can be disseminated, views expressed and appropriate action prompted (if they can be harnessed) bode well for a more informed, active and concerned body politic in the 21st Century. Commercial messages and commercial solicitations can play an important role in informed consumer choices and commerce. However, the unbridled use of email for unsolicited commercial messages may hamper both the Internet's commercial potential and undermine the very First Amendment values that enable UCE. Sobering evidence of the damage that can result is provided by numerous news groups that have grown silent due to the influx of UCE and the harvesting of participants' email addresses.

2. Low Barriers To Access.

As the Internet and the World Wide Web expand to become a major international means of communication and commerce, use of email to communicate about social, political and commercial activities will increase. The availability of low-cost trial, even free, email accounts allows some individuals to engage in email marketing at virtually no cost. As structured today, email can offer a method of disseminating one's opinion or commercial message nearly devoid of start-up costs compared to other forms of direct communication, such as telephone and mail. In addition, the availability of email addresses, which can be purchased or "harvested" using email trolling programs from postings and
online chat areas, greatly facilitate UCE. The relative lack of access barriers is a great strength of the Internet; however, it also aids those engaged in the practice of sending unsolicited bulk messages (commercial or other). When considering programs aimed at UCE, every effort should be made to preserve the open environment that gives the Internet so much of its vibrancy. Solutions should also be examined for the disparate impact that they may have on smaller and start-up companies in comparison to large, established companies.

3. The Ease Of Crossing National Borders.

In a global network environment, information crosses national borders and individuals interact with entities outside national borders with great ease. The Internet allows information, including email, to flow quickly and seamlessly from one nation to the next without passing through checkpoints and permits individuals to interact with entities outside national borders. National laws may be insufficient, on their own, to provide citizens with relief from UCE due to the global nature of the medium. As many have said, the global nature of the Internet may drastically limit the effectiveness of policy decisions, unless they reflect broad consensus and are implemented and enforced in a fashion that addresses the Internet's characteristics.

4. The Lack Of Centralized Control Mechanisms.

Unlike many communications systems, the Internet does not have central points of control. The decentralized nature of the Internet allows it to cope with problems and failures in any given computer network by simply routing in another direction. This makes the Internet quite robust. However, the lack of readily available centralized control mechanisms may frustrate those seeking to regulate activities on the network. Sometimes a rogue action or policy of a single computer network can cripple a collective effort at governance. Broad agreement on goals, and coordinated action, are necessary to deal effectively with pressing Internet issues.

5. The Ability To Place Individuals In Control Of Their Network Interactions.

Client-side controls present new opportunities to empower individuals. The Internet continues to shift control over interactions away from the government and large private sector companies. The ability to build protections - against UCE, other objectionable content, or for privacy - into the user interface with the network offers the opportunity to allow individuals to craft protections that shield them regardless of the jurisdictional law and policy. Providing individuals with the technical means to control email may pave the way for protections that are as decentralized and ubiquitous as the networks themselves. Such tools place individuals, rather than network operators or governments, in a position to decide which incoming email messages are acceptable.

Developing methods of implementing and enforcing policies that respond to the decentralized, global
and borderless nature of international networks is essential. Additional technological solutions and efforts at self-governance may be valuable supplements to the traditional top-down methods of implementing policy and controlling behavior (e.g., international agreements, national legislation, or self-regulatory codes of conduct) which may offer incomplete responses to the issue of UCE in the global information infrastructure. While finding consensus on appropriate policy is a first step, in a networked environment structuring effective implementation becomes nearly as complex as reaching policy consensus. Effective monitoring on this vast scale may tax the resources of those responsible for enforcing policies - be they international bodies, state and local governments or trade associations.

Addressing the flow of UCE along this international network may require new tools for implementing policy. For this reason, those seeking solutions to the problems associated with UCE have examined the ability of law, self-regulation and technology, independently and in consort, to address this issue.

II. ISSUES RAISED BY UNSOLICITED COMMERCIAL EMAIL

Internet users, Internet Service providers ("ISPs" or "service providers") and, most recently, policymakers have identified unsolicited commercial email, particularly when sent in bulk, as a problem of serious consequence for the Internet. Although complaints about unsolicited commercial email differ from users to ISPs to network providers, there has been an effort to identify the issues that any effective UCE-oriented policy must address. These issues grow out of the adverse consequences of UCE. The harms commonly identified by users and ISPs as stemming from the influx of unsolicited email fall in three broad categories: invasion of individual privacy; unfair cost shifting; and misappropriation of facilities.

A. Impact On Users

The primary issues raised by unsolicited commercial email voiced by Internet users are that:

- it intrudes upon individual privacy;

- identifying and deleting unwanted messages places a burden on the individual's limited time; and,
it inappropriately imposes costs on individuals in the form of connection time and server and disk storage space among others. [6]

These complaints can be separated into three general categories of concern:

- **Privacy Concerns** - from where did they get my email address, why are they intruding into my home?

The privacy interests [7] of recipients of unsolicited commercial solicitations have motivated both federal and some state governments to enact limits on such communications in media ranging from face-to-face communications (door-to-door solicitations), [8] postal mail, [9] telephone, [10] and facsimile. [11] In the U.S., privacy is protected through a loose framework of statutes, common law actions, and industry codes of conduct. Many of the laws and regulations limiting unsolicited communications have been the subject of litigation. The privacy of recipients has been found to support some limits on unsolicited commercial solicitations, but the First Amendment rights of both commercial speakers to communicate and of individuals wishing to receive such solicitations have led courts to find differing levels of regulation permissible depending upon the characteristics of the medium. In reviewing restrictions, courts have paid special attention to the amount of control individuals can exercise over content, the medium's invasive nature, [12] and to other harms claimed by the unwilling recipient, such as the ability of the medium to shift costs onto the recipient or its interference with the individual's ability to receive desired communications.[13]

Similar to the discussions and debates surrounding other forms of unsolicited marketing, unsolicited commercial email has at times been met with complaints by individuals who object to receiving unsolicited and unwanted communications, frequently at their own expense. UCE containing messages or "pointers" to Web sites that contain information that is considered offensive, particularly information and images that parents consider inappropriate for their children, appears to be on the rise. Such UCE raises additional privacy concerns as it undermines parents' ability to protect their children from content they deem inappropriate.

- **Opportunity Costs** - measurable by loss of productivity, where the dedication of resources to dealing with unsolicited commercial email interferes with the ability of the individual to engage in another task.

By far the soft costs most frequently cited by email users are the diversion of time and loss of productivity due to unsolicited commercial email. Depending on the effectiveness of filtering techniques and the email package employed by an individual or business, unsolicited commercial email can take anywhere from no time to several minutes to deal with. In considering the soft costs attendant to unsolicited email, a number of additional factors must be included in the calculus beyond the simple act of deleting unsolicited commercial email. For example, users who download their email to a remote computer instead of reading it at the service provider "waste" additional time during the download of
unsolicited commercial email. Similarly, time taken to respond to and unsubscribe from email lists in order to avoid future mail, or to report unsolicited commercial email to an ISP, where it is in violation of a term of service, can be significant. Finally, as it is likely that unsolicited commercial solicitations are a contributing factor in many recent slowdowns of Internet email, a significant soft cost is the interference with timely receipt of wanted material (see service providers section below).

- **Hard Costs** - measurable in dollars of resources, access fees, or storage costs. [14]

Given that those who do not wish to receive UCE outnumber those who do by a very wide margin, the net hard costs to end users should be considered as well. Hard costs vary tremendously, depending upon the Internet connection, pricing scheme, email program and other variables of the email connection of the uninterested end user. For some Internet users, online access is not a free, flat-rate telephone call. For those users, the meter is ticking when they are downloading, reading, or even deleting without reading, unsolicited commercial email. For businesses that use email, the cost of processing UCE through internal mail systems can be quite high.

There has been much discussion in the market about the pricing of Internet access. With some ISPs, the amount of time a user is connected to the system is metered. Even at a low rate, reading and deleting unsolicited commercial email costs the user money. In some localities, connect time can be quite expensive. [15] In areas of the country that lack high speed access due to poor telecommunications connections, the additional time spent downloading UCE can add up quickly. On the flip side, many larger ISPs have begun offering, and users have embraced, flat-rate pricing. Flat-rate pricing avoids imposing the cost of UCE directly on users. However, flat-rate pricing may still reflect the additional cost of UCE to the service provider. Despite the move to flat-rate pricing by some service providers, many email users do not have unlimited access accounts and others must place a long distance call to retrieve email. Finally, although it is not a major part of the pricing model today, some users are charged on a per-megabyte basis for email stored at their service provider’s site before it is read. [16]

**B. Impact On ISPs**

ISPs enjoy no benefit whatsoever from UCE and they do incur significant costs from it. This has led to vocal objections by many ISPs to UCE. Service providers' complaints are varied. Similar to users' concerns, unsolicited commercial email raises both "opportunity costs" and "hard infrastructure costs" for ISPs. Service providers' soft costs include the cost of network bandwidth and processing email. Costs such as staff time and storage can be categorized as hard costs. In addition, ISPs, particularly commercial online service providers, can incur a third cost that can be loosely described as damage to reputation or customer relations.

- **Opportunity Costs**
ISPs pay for their Internet connectivity, usually in a "maximum capacity" fashion. The growth of a service provider's traffic load may require an upgrade of connectivity to handle the load adequately. So, while a particular message, or mass emailing, may not trigger a cost to the service provider, the traffic increase may lead to a significant cost. [17]

- **Hard Costs**

Hard costs to ISPs include staffing, storage and phone line availability. Unsolicited email forces ISPs to incur additional staff costs, since many customers want to report unsolicited email. Surges of system activity caused by large influxes of unsolicited commercial email can cause disks to fill up and mail to stop working until it is attended to by a staff member. ISPs typically store email until customers pick it up. This cost is either borne by the service provider or passed on to the user.

On systems where customers are encouraged to dialup, download their email quickly and disconnect, large amounts of unsolicited commercial email cause users to tie up dialup lines, thereby requiring ISPs to install more dial up facilities. Although ISPs do not currently pay per-minute costs on incoming calls from subscribers, they do need to ensure they have enough telephone lines, ports and modems to support their users. The longer users spend online downloading unsolicited commercial email, the more of these facilities ISPs need to purchase if they are to avoid a degradation in their quality of service.

- **Damage To Reputation**

The reputation of a service provider can be damaged by outages, the use of falsified return addresses and domain names by senders of UCE that result in the ISP being blamed for or affiliated with it, and delays in service caused by incoming UCE. They can often be blamed for unwanted UCE when the sender inaccurately puts the ISP's name in the solicitation. Many ISPs have reported that heavy loads of UCE have delayed or prevented other, non-UCE email from getting through to their users. In addition to effecting the service provider's relationship with its customers, this may also lead to hard costs, such as new equipment purchases.

**C. Impact On The Internet**

Many users, ISPs and others are concerned that unsolicited commercial email is undermining the viability and usefulness of email as a communication tool. The variety of organizations, associations, companies and independent Internet users who are voicing concern, crafting guidelines, developing filtering or other anti-UCE devices, implementing filters and looking for possible legislative solutions is a strong indication that many on the Internet see unchecked unsolicited commercial email as a potentially corrosive force. Direct harms to the Internet can range from outages and crashes, due to overloads caused by bulk emailings, to problems caused by misdirected replies, to inaccurately
addressed messages. The indirect harms caused by unsolicited commercial email are more diverse. Due to problems with unsolicited commercial email, some ISPs have chosen to cease participating in cooperative pass-through agreements, interfering with the flow of information across the proprietary networks that comprise a growing portion of the Internet.

The most dangerous, if least easily quantified cost, is the damage that unsolicited commercial email can cause to the reputation of email. The crashes, delays, lost messages and other problems causally related to unsolicited commercial email may well undermine the public's willingness to embrace this communication device for a range of functions that require a high degree of predictability and reliability. In addition, UCE can have a chilling effect on individuals' speech in that individuals may be reluctant to participate in online forums and Usenet groups, or may remove their email addresses from home pages for fear of getting their email addresses placed on mailing lists for UCE.

In response to UCE, some service providers have taken to limiting and blocking email from various domains. A loose consortium of service providers rejects all incoming email from a shared "black list" of "spammer-friendly" service providers. Some of the service providers who find themselves on the black list actually prohibit "spamming" in their terms of service, but because senders of UCE have taken advantage of their computers to "bounce" and "relay" messages, they have been targeted as part of the problem. As a result, the openness of the Internet is being undermined and the exchange of ideas is being diminished.

Internally, service providers' rules may take even higher tolls on speech. Many service providers' terms of services limit the sending of "spam" by subscribers. The definition of "spam" often hinges on the bulk nature of the message. In practice, this has limited not only unsolicited bulk commercial email messages, but all bulk mailings, regardless of how valuable they might be, including political and social messages. The Constitution provides greater protection to political speech than it does to commercial speech. In the long run such policies may negatively impact on a wide range of speech. Without examining the content of the messages - which would infringe on privacy - service providers are limited to using imperfect measures such as the bulk nature of a mailing in efforts to identify and eliminate unsolicited commercial email messages.
A. Legal

In considering the law's role in combating UCE, it is helpful to divide UCE into two categories, UCE that contains fraudulent claims, and UCE that does not. Garden variety fraud that is conducted through email falls directly under existing law. Technical fraud, on the other hand, is defined as the variety of practices, such as relaying through third-party mail servers, dynamically forging header information and registering false domain names, used by those sending UCE to avoid detection, frustrate remove requests, misdirect replies, and generally frustrate efforts by users to prevent their continued receipt of UCE from the same sender. Unlike UCE that contains fraudulent claims, consumer protection laws may or may not reach technical fraud. Some service providers have successfully pursued other avenues in litigating against technical fraud.

Federal law empowers the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Department of Justice (DOJ) to combat consumer fraud. In addition, the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act provides the federal government with statutory authority to investigate and prosecute those involved in damaging computers or accessing them without authorization. Under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the FTC can prosecute those engaged in deceptive or misleading trade practices. The Consumer Fraud Division of the Justice Department is responsible for protecting consumers against fraudulent business practices, regardless of the medium. Similarly, states have civil and criminal laws designed to protect consumers from fraudulent advertising and business practices.

In February 1998, the FTC, in conjunction with the U.S. Postal Inspection Service, sent letters to more than 1,000 senders of fraudulent UCE. The agencies had examined emails submitted by consumers and identified those that appeared to be deceptive or fraudulent and in violation of the FTC Act or the Postal Lottery Statute. Letters were sent to the senders of the fraudulent UCE warning them that their activities might violate the law. In March of the same year, the FTC filed its first action against a sender of UCE. The FTC's complaint claimed that both the UCE and the homepage of Internet Business Broadcasting, Inc. contained false and misleading claims. The FTC continues to monitor UCE. The FTC's complaint mailbox receives approximately 1,000 to 1,500 UCE messages from consumers daily.

While the FTC and DOJ's Consumer Protection Division, as well as the states, are well armed to attack the problem of UCE that contains fraudulent and deceptive advertising within the body of the message (an enormous amount of UCE is likely to fit this definition), they have yet to take aim at UCE that, while containing truthful statements within the text, uses falsified header information to deceive end users into opening it. It appears that whether or not a forged header rises to the level of a deceptive practice for the FTC requires a case-by-case analysis. If the body of an email message is non-deceptive, but the "from" line, "subject" line or "message header" is false the analysis would turn on whether a reasonable consumer is likely to rely on the false statement to her detriment. If, for example, a false "subject" or "from" line increases the likelihood that a consumer will download or read the message, and cost is incurred, there may be grounds to find the misrepresentation deceptive under Section 5 of the FTC Act.
Header information is viewed (if at all) only after a message is downloaded. Proving consumer deception based on a forged header, where the content of the message and the addressing information revealed to the message recipient are truthful, presents the most difficult scenario for a finding of deception. Even if the consumer views the header, it is possible that any inaccuracies are outweighed by the truthful information contained in the rest of the message. For these reasons, proving that the consumer relied upon the false header to her detriment may prove exceedingly difficult.

In any event, proving consumer deception and fraud based on addressing and header information is more complex than taking aim at the pyramid and get rich quick schemes that proliferate through UCE. Until law enforcement authorities (the FTC, DOJ or a state agency) brings successful prosecutions against senders of UCE for using falsified addressing information and falsified headers to deceive consumers, the legality of the use of intentionally false header information will remain unclear.

To clarify this issue, the state of Washington recently enacted a law, updating its consumer protection act, to prohibit explicitly the use of a third party's domain name, the misrepresentation of message origin, and the use of a false or misleading subject line in commercial email messages. [23] While it is not clear how successfully the state will be able to assert jurisdiction over most email, [24] this statute does provide clear guidance to the state's consumer protection agency, and puts senders of UCE on notice that accuracy in headers is required in the state of Washington. The prescriptive nature of the accuracy requirement will hopefully prod senders of UCE to follow appropriate Internet protocols, and will enhance service providers' and end users' ability to filter out unwanted messages, respond to those who send them unwanted messages, and take the cost of dealing with replies off the plate of innocent service providers and businesses and place them squarely on the sender of the messages.

The ambiguity over the legality of intentionally falsified email headers, and their damaging effect, suggests that a more proactive policy establishing accuracy requirements should be explored at the federal level. [25]

While consumer protection laws may or may not provide relief from technical fraud, the courts have granted service providers protection on other grounds. [26] The allegations contained in complaints filed by service providers range from violations of the Federal Computer Fraud and Abuse Act and various consumer protection statutes to common law trespass and conversion claims. Federal statutes protecting against wire and computer fraud [27] and racketeering [28] may offer avenues of relief. These federal statutes and similar state statutes have been cited to support plaintiffs' claims against the senders of unsolicited commercial email. In addition to criminal causes of action, service providers have claimed violations of various state laws forbidding deceptive trade practices. [29]

Trespass violations are the most common basis for anti-UCE lawsuits by ISPs. [30] Several lower and appellate courts have granted service providers relief, holding that the act of relaying UCE through proprietary computer networks - which often involves forging header information - constitutes a trespass.
Fitting UCE neatly into existing law can be complicated. The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act was designed to protect confidentiality, integrity and availability of data and systems. It addresses, for example, denial of service attacks and computer intrusions by making it a crime to "intentionally access a computer without authorization or exceed authorized access." According to experts, the issues involved in technically fraudulent UCE fit uneasily under the statute. Because email is based on trust-based relationships and agreements to move email through the system, proving that an individual has acted without proper authorization may be quite difficult. Other sections of the law might offer relief. For example, where it can be established that a sender of UCE accessed a "protected" computer without authorization with the "intent" to "defraud," and the losses to the entity exceeded $5,000 in a one-year period, a civil action may succeed. The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act provides an existing framework for addressing damage to networks, although it is largely untested in this area. While it may be useful in its current form, changes or additions might provide a sharper tool for addressing the issue of technically fraudulent UCE.

Although some service providers have gained temporary relief from UCE through litigation, such lawsuits are time-consuming and resource-intensive. The outlook from the perspective of end users is even less promising. Few if any end-users have taken senders of UCE to court. Despite some service providers' best efforts to litigate UCE off the Internet, some senders of UCE are quick to target other service providers when faced with a judgment forbidding them from targeting a specific provider. As the president of the Texas Internet Service Providers Association stated, "Anti-UCE litigation is an important tool against UCE. But it seems to have little lasting value against the incorrigible 'guerrilla' spammers." The prevalence of "email harvesting" and "spamming" products continues to produce an expanding pool of new UCE marketers. The company-by-company approach of litigation appears ill-suited to the dynamic environment of UCE.

B. Technical Measures

Service providers and technologists are actively devising technical methods of addressing UCE. Most service providers employ a variety of technical methods to identify and defeat UCE and are actively devising and seeking out others. The majority of these efforts fit within the definition of filtering. In addition to filters that are deployed by service providers, mail programs are increasingly adding filters (sometimes called "Bozo Filters") that users can deploy independently.

Filtering options have different implications for service providers and end users. Filtering can take place at the level of the service provider (server) or at the level of the end user (client). At both levels there are two basic kinds of filtering, heuristic and cooperative.

Heuristic filters separate suspect messages based on a set of learned search criteria. Heuristic filters rely on the end-user's or service provider's ability to learn, predict or guess which messages are UCE. They are designed to detect UCE without the cooperation of the message sender. They are either origin-based
(filtering based on DNS, IP, etc.) or message-based (filtering based on content). For example, a heuristic filter might eliminate all messages from a certain address or all messages containing the phrase "make money fast." Because origin filtering occurs before a message has been fully received by the recipient's host computer it can reduce many costs associated with UCE. In contrast, message filtering happens after a message is received and therefore service providers don't escape the cost of the initial message processing.

While heuristic filters don't require the cooperation of the sender of email, origin-based heuristic filtering is complicated by falsified header information (DNS, IP, return address). Both origin- and message-based filters are difficult to tailor perfectly - service providers and users must choose between the risk of eliminating some wanted messages or accepting some unwanted messages when choosing a filter. The rules employed in heuristic filters can range dramatically from a simple list of known "spammer domains" to a complex table of rules and variables based on factors such as message origin, routing, relaying and even key words or characters, such as multiple exclamation marks, within the header or message text.

Cooperative filters separate messages with the cooperation of the sender. They can be marked in some fashion, for example, through a label attached by the sender, or they can be identified through some other recognized and standard method, for example, a set of registered domains. A totally effective cooperative filtering system requires a network-wide implementation of, and adherence to, a set of standards for identifying UCE.

Labels allow recipients or their service providers to easily identify and handle UCE as they deem appropriate. Labels can provide a variety of information about the message, such as whether or not it was solicited by the recipient. Similarly, filtering enabled by sender registration allows for easy recipient end message management based on knowledge that the sender is registered as a UCE originator. In contrast, where filtering is based upon recipient registration (similar to an opt-in or opt-out system), the filtering is done by the message sender at the front-end. This shift places the responsibility and burden of controlling UCE upon senders. In either model of cooperative filtering, recipients can continue to receive the UCE they want, if any. They may set their filters or lodge their preferences to block UCE messages, or a subset thereof, or they may specify that they accept UCE. Currently, the incentives for today's senders of UCE to participate in such a system are not always clear - by doing so they may generate consumer goodwill and target only interested recipients, but they will also limit the pool of potential customers and in some models incur direct costs.

In addition to choosing between heuristic and cooperative filtering, service providers and users can choose where to conduct filtering - at the server or the client level. Generally, service providers prefer server-based filtering because it eliminates the costs associated with processing UCE and the need for excess message storage space. Today, many service providers maintain additional server processing capacity and disk space to accommodate UCE messages. By using a server-based filter, a service provider can immediately reject or delete incoming UCE messages, thereby reducing the cost of processing and storing UCE messages.
Client-based filtering is by comparison less effective at eliminating the costs associated with processing and storage by the service provider. Client-based filters place control in the hands of the recipients. Filtering does not take place until messages have been transferred to the end-user or at least her "message store" (temporary storage space on the server).

Client-based filtering can occur in a variety of manners. Users can configure filters, or create separate mail boxes using their mail program, or a service provider may offer subscribers a service whereby they perform this function. Client-based filters require service providers to continue to process and store UCE messages, just as they must with no filtering. While client-based filtering may provide some benefits to service providers (for example, they may lessen the damage to reputation caused by UCE and indirectly limit some hard costs by lessening complaints and storage time) they do not relieve the ISP of many other costs created by UCE.

For end-users, the choice between server-side and client-side filtering is, at least in degrees, a choice between ease and precision. Server-side filtering is often the simpler option for end-users. Server-based filters eliminate UCE without taking the time and energy of the end-user. Client-based filters require users to update personal filters. The economies of scale greatly favor server-based filtering. However, all filtering raises the question, "Who decides what is filtered?" Server-based filtering raises greater risk that the end-user's judgment about what should be filtered is being replaced with the service provider's decision. This may be particularly problematic where filters are set based on factors such as similarity and quantity of messages - which have no direct correlation with the unsolicited commercial nature of a message, but are heuristic devices used to identify probable UCE. Broad heuristic filtering by service providers can prevent users from receiving some messages they want. In addition, server-based heuristic message filtering entails having someone (a machine, not a person) other than the specified message recipient read or scan email messages in order to develop the criteria and weed out unwanted messages. This raises privacy concerns.

The alternative, client-based filtering, can provide end users with a greater degree of control over the content they receive. However, as client-based filters come preconfigured with rules, they too raise questions about who decides what is filtered. They can be personalized and tailored by the user to more precisely meet the individual's needs. When filtering takes place at the client level, the probability of missing desired messages is diminished, and messages need not be read before they reach the end-user. However, because it requires some degree of end-user management, client-side filtering requires users to expend more time and energy dealing with UCE.

As the arms race between service providers and senders of UCE continues to escalate, sophisticated filtering systems are emerging. Unfortunately, some of these systems have proven overly broad. For example, recent news stories report that analysts and free speech advocates are concerned with the preset list of words and punctuation contained in Microsoft's Outlook '98 filter. [35] The filter blocks messages that contain phrases such as "for free!" and blocks messages whose subject lines contain both an exclamation point and a question mark. While the list of terms and punctuation was developed based upon an analysis of more than 2 million pieces of UCE, the filter may block out messages from friends.
and family. Service providers, like Microsoft, and technologists are continually fine tuning filters to avoid filtering out wanted messages.

The risk of over filtering is higher with heuristic filters. But until most senders of UCE cooperate, heuristic filtering will probably continue to dominate. As a consequence, some wanted mail is likely to be lost, and bad actors will continue to relocate and falsify information, making filtering a less effective tool against UCE.

Unsolicited commercial email has captured the attention of companies, individual users, state and federal legislatures, technologists, trade associations, and non-profit organizations. Each has attempted to craft solutions. The result is a wide array of efforts ranging from proposals for new legislation to new technical specifications and new self-regulatory codes of conduct. The proposals reflect various understandings of the problems associated with unsolicited commercial email, as well as the various stakeholders' inclinations of how best to implement policy on the Internet. Gauging the potential impact of the various proposals on UCE requires us to consider whether they will remedy the harms suffered by the users, service providers and the Internet itself.

A. Legislative

Current legislative proposals to address UCE take three general forms. Three proposals pending in Congress reflect these varied approaches: [36]

- The Electronic Mailbox Protection Act of 1997 (Senate Bill 875), introduced by Senator Robert Torricelli (D-NJ);

- The Unsolicited Commercial Electronic Mail Choice Act of 1997 (Senate Bill 771), introduced by Senator Frank Murkowski (R-AK); and,

- The 'Netizens Protection Act of 1997 (House Bill 1748), introduced by Representative Chris Smith (R-NJ).

The Electronic Mailbox Protection Act (Torricelli bill) seeks to enable individuals and service providers to reclaim control over incoming unsolicited commercial email by: [37]
- requiring header information to be accurate, which allows individuals and service providers to deploy heuristic filters more successfully;

- prohibiting senders of UCE to interfere with the use of automatic reply functions to respond to messages; and,

- requiring senders of UCE to comply with individual's requests to be removed from future mailings, providing a mandatory "opt-out" for UCE.

The Unsolicited Commercial Electronic Mail Choice Act (Murkowski bill) incorporates the features of the Electronic Mailbox Protection Act and adds additional sections: [38]

- requiring service providers to filter email for subscribers upon request, and respond to subscribers' and FTC's complaints with respect to UCE; and,

- requiring senders of UCE to tag their messages with the label "Advertisement" in the subject line, which will enable users and service providers to deploy cooperative filtering programs that will block or channel all UCE.

The 'Netizen's Protection Act [39] (Smith bill) prohibits the sending of UCE. Commercial email would only be permitted where an individual has requested it or has a preexisting and ongoing business or personal relationship.

As this report was going to print, the Senate passed "The Unsolicited Commercial Electronic Mail" amendments to the Consumer Anti-Slamming Act of 1998 (Senate Bill 1618). [40] The UCE amendments were sponsored by Senators Murkowski (R-AK) and Torricelli (D-NJ). The UCE amendments require:

- header and routing information to be accurate;

- creators and senders of UCE to provide accurate contact information; and

- senders to comply with remove requests.

The bill provides for both FTC and state government enforcement.

1. Strengths And Weaknesses Of Legislative Approaches
The existing legislative proposals provide various degrees of relief from the harms identified by individuals and service providers and have various implications for speech and privacy on the Internet. The relief offered by the various bills range from private rights of action by individuals to statutory fines assessed by the FTC. [41] All three provide users, both individuals and businesses, with greater control over UCE and respond to users' concerns with the intrusiveness of UCE. The Murkowski and Torricelli bills increase users' ability to filter out unwanted UCE and to limit future UCE by requiring senders to abide by requests to cease sending UCE. The Torricelli bill also responds to users' privacy concerns by prohibiting the distribution of email lists for the purpose of UCE where the distributor is aware that any one person does not wish to receive UCE. The Murkowski bill enlists service providers in the battle against UCE by requiring them to offer their users filters and to assist the government in identifying and documenting those who violate the law. [42] The Smith bill would prohibit all unsolicited commercial email messages and eliminate intrusions on individual privacy.

Additional protections for privacy that could be incorporated into legislation include limiting the collection of email addresses from public and private spaces, enforcing rules of the forum that limit UCE, limiting the use of email addresses harvested from the Web or chat areas, and prohibiting the use of spamming and trolling programs (similar to the prohibition of automatic number dialing devices by telemarketers).

To a lesser extent, the proposals respond to the cost issues raised by users and service providers. The Smith bill's flat prohibition eliminates the costs associated with unwanted commercial email messages. By facilitating filtering, requiring senders of UCE not to interfere with the ability to use the automatic return function, and to abide by "opt-out" requests, the Torricelli and Murkowski bills each lessen the costs that will be incurred by users. Particularly, the bills will limit the soft costs - time, energy and interference with wanted email - often cited by users. However, Torricelli and Murkowski do allow each sender of UCE to send a message one time - exposing the user and service provider to an initial expense. The labeling requirement of Murkowski's bill will allow for effective filtering which could diminish the cost of even the first message.

The Smith bill would eliminate the hard costs of UCE for both users and service providers. The Torricelli and Murkowski bills will potentially lessen them. As noted above, filtering can greatly reduce the costs, measurable in dollars of resources, access fees, or storage costs, by enabling ISPs to avoid processing and storing unwanted UCE messages.

Creating rules about "proper" UCE messages may increase UCE volume as marketers begin to use a newly legitimized service. However, the opposite effect is possible. Because responding to UCE messages will be easier, enabling individuals to opt-out, UCE volume may decrease. While each bill would probably lessen the volume of UCE to some degree and facilitate service providers' and users' efforts to control it, which are good for the Internet, their impact on the Internet may vary due to other concerns.
Additional Considerations

2. First Amendment Considerations

Legislative proposals to address UCE must be considered in the context of First Amendment free expression guarantees.

   a. Banning Speech

Banning the use of an entire medium for a specific type of speech - unsolicited commercial email - is a drastic measure. [43] The decision that an entire method of communicating be foreclosed is one that should be made with great caution. Caution is advised not only for the impact it will have on the speech at issue, but also for the model it provides for addressing speech more broadly, especially on the global medium of the Internet. Nations with different ideas and norms about the content that is objectionable may seek to suppress other forms of speech by banning its transmission through email.

The U.S. courts have historically upheld narrowly crafted limits on commercial speech. In considering a ban on unsolicited commercial email, it is useful to examine the courts' approach to bans in other media. In reviewing restraints on unsolicited commercial speech, the courts have been wary of replacing private choice with government bans. However, where privacy considerations are buttressed by measurable cost shifting and an interference with the recipients' ability to receive desired communications courts have upheld bans - for example, the junk fax law. It is unclear whether the cost shifting and interference with desired communications in the junk email context would prove compelling to a court faced with a ban on unsolicited commercial speech.

Where other solutions that avoid regulating speech based on its content have yet to be tested, we should be cautious in adopting a ban. In light of the White Houses' 1997 Framework for Electronic Commerce paper that emphasizes private choice over government imposed content decisions, and given the constitutional issues at stake, proposals to regulate UCE should be pursued cautiously.

   b. Labeling

While compelled speech [44] regulations are rarely affirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court, compelled labeling requirements in the commercial context have been upheld. [45] The Court has justified the lesser protection afforded commercial speech on the basis that the government has a substantial interest in guaranteeing that consumers have access to truthful, non-deceptive information regarding commercial transactions. [46] This approach has limited the government to restricting commercial speech in ways that specifically address this interest.
Anxious to preserve the speaker's message, the Supreme Court has said that, "Although the State may at times 'prescribe what shall be orthodox in commercial advertising' by requiring the dissemination of 'purely factual and uncontroversial information,' ... outside that context it may not compel affirmance of a belief with which the speaker disagrees." [47] The section of the Telephone Consumer Protection Act that compels the attaching to all faxes regardless of content the name and phone number of the sender and the time and date sent, [48] has not been considered by the Supreme Court.

Labeling raises fewer concerns than an outright ban on speech. Labels would assist users and service providers in filtering out material. However, from a U.S. perspective, similar to banning, mandatory self-labeling as applied to non-commercial speech, may be unconstitutional. If a solution to the UCE problem rests on mandatory self-labeling, it is important to consider the repercussions for a global medium.

3. Privacy And Associational Interests

Email may, in a relatively short time-frame, replace traditional postal mail. Due to its increasingly central role in communication, we should carefully think through the consequences of any proposal that would require by law that people either "opt-out" or "opt-in." [49] Both "opt-out" and "opt-in" lists raise privacy and associational concerns - who holds the list, how specific is it, who gets access to it? "Opt-out" proposals may undervalue individual privacy vis-à-vis the interests of commercial speakers. While more protective of individuals' "right to be let alone," "opt-in" lists raise a second privacy concern. Because lists of individuals who wish to receive certain types of information may be far more revealing than lists of those who do not wish to receive information, they may invite greater misuse and abuse.

Recognizing that lists of subscribers already exist in the offline world does not diminish the importance of questioning whether it is advisable to pursue an approach that would generate detailed lists of people's information preferences without establishing appropriate legal safeguards around the information contained in such lists. Recently, the public and policy-makers have registered increased concern with the privacy implications of marketing lists. The consequences of traditional "opt-out" and "opt-in" models, in light of the weak privacy protections afforded the names on such lists, should be thought through before being adopted in this new medium.

B. Technical

Filtering products will continue to enter the market, offering a promising tool to users, both individuals and businesses, and to service providers in their efforts to combat UCE. Filters, critiqued below, are fully discussed in section III. B.

In addition to filters, technologists have developed other tools that address problems associated with UCE. Systems that channel email into various dynamically generated accounts have been proposed and developed. [50] Users limit unwanted email by channeling it to an auxiliary account or bouncing it back.
to the sender. When dealing with an unknown individual or entity, users can use a distinct email address. If at any time this address becomes a problem due to UCE, or other issues, the user can disable it without hindering her ability to receive other email messages. [51] This technology could potentially provide email users with great flexibility in accepting and rejecting mail from specific senders.

A proposal that has been discussed in Internet technical circles would build upon the channeling concept and create a separate channel for bulk email, the Bulk Mail Transfer Protocol (BMTP). [52] BMTP is intended as an alternative to SMTP, the Internet's Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. By creating a separate channel for bulk email, the protocol would allow end users to register their desire to accept or reject bulk email with their service provider. It would also allow service providers to determine whether to provide bulk mail service to their email subscribers at all. The BMTP also provides for authentication, which would facilitate the implementation of payment schemes where the sender of bulk mail reimburses the recipient or service provider.

Another tool for filtering UCE is referral networks. Acting as a trust mechanism of sorts, referral networks would allow users to reject or separate email messages that have or lack appropriate referral certificates. Users could obtain certificates from other users to whom they wish to send email, or from clearinghouses operated by trusted third parties. [53]

Another set of technical proposals to address UCE would require senders to pay recipients for UCE through either cash or computation. [54] Cash payments accompanying email messages could be made with electronic money. Recipients would have the option of refunding the money to senders of desirable email, but could keep the payment from a sender of UCE. Some have noted that email payment systems would require fundamental changes in the email system, including a large financial infrastructure for what is likely to be relatively low-cost transactions. The system would impose a marginal cost for email transmission on UCE senders, so there would be a disincentive to initiating large bulk disseminations (they would become a lot more expensive), therefore UCE volume would probably decrease. A variant of the cash payment scheme would require payments of computation. Senders of UCE could be required to compute a mathematical function before transferring their messages. Such a requirement would place a significant burden on the computer processing capacity of UCE senders, so fewer messages would be sent. The success of such systems would hinge on wide-spread adoption.

Digital signatures are also being used to address UCE by preventing domain name spoofing. The software, which uses digital signatures to tie domain names to addresses, tackles the problem of UCE with intentionally altered domain names. [55] By providing a mechanism to authenticate domain names, the software will help identify UCE whose true origin has been disguised by the sender. Addressing this common UCE practice will facilitate the detection and filtration of spoofed messages - messages that are often UCE.

1. Strengths And Weaknesses
Filters offer users, both individuals and businesses, tools to control the inflow of UCE and protect privacy by limiting intrusions into the email inbox. Unfortunately, some of the filtering systems have proven overly broad. Using them may put wanted email at risk. The risk of over-filtering is higher with heuristic filters. However, until senders of UCE cooperate, heuristic filtering will continue to dominate. Senders of UCE are unlikely to voluntarily provide information useful for filtering. In fact, many of those who send UCE actively seek ways to hide their identity and disguise the origin of their message to thwart filtering efforts. The prevalence of forged headers makes effective filtering difficult. The development of products that verify domains of origin may assist in filtering efforts.

Server-based filtering (both heuristic and cooperative) helps to eliminate the costs of handling UCE incurred by service providers. While client-based filtering can provide end users with some relief from soft costs (annoyance, infringement on time, interference with wanted email) it does not limit the hard costs of storage and processing incurred by service providers and users. In addition, because client-based filtering requires some degree of end user management, it does not eliminate all the soft costs of UCE. While limiting service providers' costs, broad heuristic filtering by service providers can prevent users from receiving some messages they want - taking a toll on the free flow of information. In addition, server-based heuristic message filtering entails having someone (a machine, not a person) other than the specified message recipient read or scan email messages. This raises privacy concerns. Filtering is unlikely to affect the overall volume of UCE; therefore it will have little impact on the long term health of the Internet.

Channeling email offers a method for individuals to exercise control over their inbox at the front-end and if they encounter problems at any time down the line. The ability to revoke an email address offers individuals a method of turning off UCE. It can alleviate users' costs of handling UCE. The method used to create the channels may require more computing resources and potentially slow down email. Depending on the number of channels an individual opens, this could be complex to manage and require the user to devote additional time and energy to its upkeep. Referral networks raise similar concerns about computing resources, interference with the sending and receipt of email and resources needed for management.

Overall, technology provides some useful tools for addressing UCE, but currently the tools may require some tailoring and regular upgrades. While various tools can be deployed successfully with or without cooperation from UCE senders (channeling and heuristic filters function in the absence of cooperation), in general, cooperation would increase the utility of technical solutions to combat UCE. The interaction of legislative proposals that require accuracy, domain name verification technology, and heuristic filters holds promise for more consistent and effective filtering. Similarly, labeling requirements found in legislative proposals would greatly ease the task of filtering messages. Without accuracy and/or some cooperation by senders of UCE, users and service providers will have to continue the arms race against UCE and risk the loss of valuable messages.

C. Self-Regulatory Efforts To Address UCE
Many service providers forbid the use of their systems to send UCE. They seek to enforce their terms of service regarding UCE upon both their subscribers and those sending email to their subscribers or across their network. A bill recently introduced in California would allow service providers to bring a civil action against any person violating their terms of service with regard to UCE. To buttress prohibitions on UCE in terms of service agreements, service providers can use technical means to identify and block out-going UCE.

Service providers are potentially able to limit UCE through a number of other self-help or self-regulatory methods. Methods that are currently used to deter UCE include turning off the relay function on routers, which prevents non-account holders from using the service providers system to send UCE. A collaborative effort to limit the ability of UCE senders to co-opt service providers resources is the Real-Time Black Hole (RTBH) initiative. Run by a single individual but subscribed to by several service providers, the RTBH provides a continually updated "black list" of "spammer-friendly" service providers. Service providers seeking to limit the UCE travelling through their system reject all incoming email from those on the black list. Unfortunately, this effort has had some negative repercussions for service providers who, for a variety of reasons, have found themselves on the blacklist. The impact on such service providers and their non-UCE sending subscribers can be serious. To be removed from the black list a service provider must comply with a set of requirements set out by RTBH.

Backbone peering agreements have been identified as another potential avenue for alleviating the cost shifting associated with spam. Peering agreements are the contractual agreements between network providers that establish the terms under which data packets, including email, will move from one network to another. Currently these agreements do not, in general, reflect or compensate the network or service provider based on the level of traffic. However, it is possible to use peering agreements to allocate cost in ways that reflect network use. In addition to efforts by individual service providers, several associations and organizations have developed self-regulatory proposals to address UCE. Only one of the proposals mentioned in this section of the report is fully operational.

Consumers Connect, Inc. (CCI) offers a free list cleaning service to marketers who send UCE. The service began in June 1997 and is currently used by end-users registered with CCI's opt-out list. Marketers can send their lists to CCI, which will remove the names of individuals who have opted-out and messages that have returned undeliverable replies. CCI does not release the addresses of either end users or of the companies who use the service.

The Direct Marketing Association has proposed a global opt-out database called electronic mail preference system (e-MPS) modeled on their existing mail preference service. Individuals could register their desire not to receive UCE. The service, as proposed, would allow individuals to limit UCE completely, or object to select categories of UCE (for example sports, gardening).

The Association for Internet Marketing (TAIM) is working with software developers to eliminate the stealth features of bulk mailing software which make it possible for UCE to get past filters. TAIM wants
to set up an opt-out list for users who do not wish to receive UCE and believes that users should be compensated for receiving UCE. In addition, TAIM believes that service providers should receive a commission for each piece of UCE that is received and examined by an end user.

In contrast to the opt-out approach of e-MPS, CCI, and TAIM, ChooseYourMail provides an opt-in system to address commercial email. Under the ChooseYourMail proposal, users register their email address if they wish to receive commercial email. Email addresses are not made public. If an individual opts-in to receive commercial email, or a subset of commercial email, ChooseYourMail will deliver targeted messages to users on behalf of marketers. Only ChooseYourMail would have access to the list; marketers would pay to distribute their messages to addresses on the list. Service providers would be compensated for accepting messages and would be able to control the timing of message delivery. The ChooseYourMail opt-in program has gained support from ISP trade associations and is currently in test with regional Internet service providers across the country.

1. Strengths And Weaknesses

The opt-in approach and to a lesser extent the various opt-out approaches provide individuals and businesses with added control over UCE. While providing individuals with a tool to assert their "right to be let alone," both "opt-out" and "opt-in" approaches raise privacy concerns - who holds the list, how specific is it, who gets access to it? Furthermore, both these approaches work only if senders of UCE are interested in respecting the wishes of the people registering to these lists.

Opt-out and opt-in approaches on their own do not eliminate the costs incurred by service providers, although they may limit costs to users. The payment schemes envisioned by the various proposals would address service providers' concerns with the cost of UCE, however it is unclear whether they would substantially affect the cost to service providers who were intermediaries but not end destinations.

The success of an opt-out approach greatly depends on how widely it is used. In a sense, opt-out and opt-in are similar to cooperative filtering: therein lies the issue. Opt-out and opt-in lists make the sender of UCE responsible for verifying that individuals are willing or unwilling to accept UCE (filter). Both opt-out and opt-in lists are most effective if many or most senders of UCE cooperate. In today's world, this assumption flies in the face of experience. Today, some senders of UCE employ software to avoid filters, flagrantly violate terms of service statements of service providers limiting UCE, and ignore individuals' requests to be spared future UCE. It is not presently clear what portion of the senders of unwanted UCE would cooperate with voluntary opt-in or opt-out efforts in the future. Until the senders of UCE change their behavior, it is unlikely that opt-in and opt-out systems will provide full relief from UCE. For, unlike the legal and technical proposals, they require senders of UCE to participate actively.

The efforts of individual service providers to limit UCE originating and travelling through their systems have had some impact on UCE. The organizing effort of the RTBH has brought some structure to these efforts and enabled individual service providers to leverage their efforts. Part of their success resides in
their ability to take unilateral action. Establishing and enforcing terms of service agreements and blacklisting those who provide senders of UCE with a gateway to the system do not require the cooperation of those sending UCE. But, like heuristic filtering, such approaches may be overbroad.

To date self-regulatory efforts that require the cooperation of UCE senders has provided limited relief from UCE. However, the Working Group believes that over time, as increased pressure is brought upon senders of UCE, self-regulation may take new forms and may prove more useful.

V. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Providing users and service providers more control over the inflow of UCE is important to the development of email and a short-term imperative. The Ad-Hoc Working Group believes that tools and public policies should advocate end-user control over UCE. Therefore, the Ad-Hoc Working Group recommends that:

- Technical tools and public policies that allow individuals to indicate their desire to receive or not receive UCE and exercise greater control over incoming email messages should be pursued.

Filtering offers a useful tool to both users and service providers, acting as agents for end-users, for controlling UCE. However, forged header information and the lack of other definitive methods of distinguishing UCE from other mail make filtering difficult. Therefore, the Ad-Hoc Working Group recommends that:

- Technical measures and public policies should be pursued that prevent and/or prohibit the use of fraudulent headers to send unsolicited commercial email messages. Such measures will greatly assist users and service providers in managing UCE.

While filtering enabled by accurate headers, and potentially other information identifying UCE, will help users and service providers minimize some of the costs associated with processing, storing, and reading UCE, the current cost-structure of the email system does not allocate costs in a way that reflects resource usage. A failure to address cost-shifting will leave a central consumer and service provider concern unaddressed. Therefore, the Ad-Hoc Working Group recommends that:
Further efforts to examine the cost structure of the email system with respect to UCE should continue to be explored by the private sector.

Stand alone self-regulatory initiatives generally require the cooperation of all relevant parties. In this case, senders of UCE must participate. Some senders of UCE have shown little interest in the process of self-regulation. Recognizing that the environment is likely to change in ways more conducive to self-regulatory efforts, the Ad-Hoc Working Group believes that:

- Self-regulatory efforts to create opt-out or opt-in programs should proceed.

Recognizing that a large portion of UCE is fraudulent - containing deceptive messages - and actively sent in a fashion that thwarts individuals' and service providers' attempts to avoid it, the Ad-Hoc Working Group recommends that:

- Increased efforts to eliminate email fraud be undertaken, and the use of inaccurate and misleading header information be considered an attempt to defraud consumers.

The Ad-Hoc Working Group urges the Federal Trade Commission, the Department of Justice and relevant state offices to undertake enforcement actions targeting these practices and to clarify their jurisdiction through test cases and other appropriate methods.

The email systems' global nature coupled with its use of standard protocols suggests that the technical community may provide the most effective and scalable tools for addressing the problems associated with UCE. Therefore, the Ad-Hoc Working Group urges:

- Relevant standard setting bodies to continue to search for technical standards and specifications that will: assist users in controlling incoming email; more fairly allocate the costs of UCE; and ease the burden UCE places on the network.

The Internet is a dynamic environment. Efforts to solve the problems associated with UCE should be monitored. The Working Group hopes that this report provides a baseline of knowledge and guidance to those seeking to reduce the burdens associated with UCE. Working Group participants look forward to working with others to address this important issue.
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